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Abstract
In this paper for a wide class of goodness-of-&t statistics based K-divergences, the asymptotic normality
is established under the assumption n=mn → a∈ (0;∞), where n denotes sample size and mn the number
of cells. This result is extended to contiguous alternatives to study asymptotic e2ciency. c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The use of chi-squared tests for goodness of &t became widespread since their introduction by
Pearson [9]. There are other alternative tests like the loglikelihood ratio, the Neyman modi&ed
chi-square, the Freeman–Tukey statistic and the modi&ed likelihood ratio. Cressie and Read [3]
and Read and Cressie [11] introduced the class of tests known as the family of power divergence
statistics which contain all the above statistics as members. Traditional consideration of large sample
properties has dependent on the classical (&xed-cell) assumptions but in many applications cell
selection is dependent on the sample size. As pointed out by Holst [5] “it is rather unnatural to
keep mn &xed when n→∞, instead we should have mn →∞ when n→∞”. Under such scheme
where mn increases without limit, it must be remembered that the dimension and structure of the
probability space is changing with mn.
The likelihood ratio statistic and Pearson’s chi-squared statistic are well-known test statistics for
this kind of testing problems. Tumanyan [13], Steck [12], Morris [8] and Holst [5] established that
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these statistics have diGerent asymptotic normal distributions under restrictions on the rate at which
mn →∞ such that n=mn remains &nite.
We consider a statistical sample Y1; : : : ; Yn of size n with components taking on values in a cell
Cni (i=1; : : : ; mn) and i.i.d. by a given probability distribution F . We denote by Pn=(pn1; : : : ; pnmn)
t
the theoretical cell probabilities (pni=PF(Cni); i=1; : : : ; mn) and by Pˆn=(pˆn1; : : : ; pˆnmn)
t the observed
relative cell frequencies with pˆmj = Xnj=n and Xnj =
∑m
i=1 I{j}(Yi) (j = 1; : : : ; mn). The classical
goodness-of-&t problem of statistical inference is to test whether a sample has come from a given
population
H0:Pn = 0n:
If the number of cells are &xed independently of n then the most popular class of statistics to
solve this problem is given by
T’(Pˆn; 0n) =
2n
’′′(1)
D’(Pˆn; 0n);
where D’(Pˆn; 0n) is the ’-divergence de&ned by
D’(Pˆn; 0n) =
mn∑
i=1
0ni’
(
pˆni
0ni
)
with ’ : [0;∞)→ R ∪ {∞} a convex function (see [4,1]). If we choose the function
’(x) = ’(x) = ((+ 1))−1(x+1 − (+ 1)x + ); ∈R;  	=− 1; 0;
’0(x) = lim
→0
’(x) and ’(−1)(x) = lim
→−1
’(x);
we get the test statistics introduced and studied by Cressie and Read [3].
Zografos et al. [14] established, if the number of cell is &xed, mn = m, that
T’(Pˆn; 0n)
L→
n→∞
2
m−1:
Another classes of divergences can be used to resolve the above problem. In this sense there is an
important family of divergences, the K-divergence, introduced by Burbea and Rao [2] which can
be used for this proposal. The K-divergence between the probability vector Pˆn and 0n is given by
K(Pˆn; 0n) =
m∑
i=1
(pˆni − 0ni)
[
(pˆni)
pˆni
− (
0
ni)
0ni
]
;
where  is a convex function de&ned in an interval I does not contain the origin.
An important family of the K-divergence is obtained with the function
(x) = (x) =
{
(− 1)−1(x − x) if  	=1;
x log x if = 1:
In the particular case that 0n = (1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t the asymptotic distribution of
mnnK(Pˆn; 0n)
’′(1=mn)
for mn = m &xed, a chi-squared with m− 1 degrees of freedom, was obtained in [10].
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Under restrictions on the rate at which mn → ∞ such that n=mn remains &nite, limn→∞ n=mn =
a∈ (0;∞), Read and Cressie [11] obtain the asymptotic distribution of the statistics T’ for all
¿ 0. In [7] it is established that under arbitrary null hypothesis to asymptotic distributions of the
statistics T’ for all convex ’(t) with
’(0)¡∞ and lim
n→∞
ln’(t)
t
¡∞:
In Section 2, we consider that 0n = (1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t and we establish the asymptotic distribution
of the statistics
K(Pˆn; 0n);
when the sample size n and the number of cells mn tends to in&nity so that n=mn → a∈ (0;∞). In
Section 3, the previous result it is also extended to contiguous alternatives, and &nally, numerical
results of the power function are obtained in Section 4.
2. Asymptotic normality
Holst [5] considered the above introduced random vector Xn = (Xn1; : : : ; Xnmn) and the statistic
Sn =
mn∑
i=1
hn (Xni; i=mn);
where hn : [0;∞) × [0; 1] → R is a measurable function satisfying, for c1; c2 ∈R not depending on
n, the condition
|hn(u; v)|6 c1ec2u: (2.1)
Then, if c0 ∈R not depending on n exist such that
mn0ni6 c0 ∀ 16 i6mn (2.2)
and
0¡ lim inf
$2n
n
6 lim sup
$2n
n
¡∞ (2.3)
he proved that
Sn − %n
$n
L→
n→∞N(0; 1);
where
%n =
mn∑
i=1
E[hn(Yni; i=mn)]
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and
$2n =
mn∑
i=1
Var[hn(Yni; i=mn)]−
{
mn∑
i=1
Cov[Yni; hn(Yni; i=mn)]
}2/
n
being Yn1; : : : ; Ynmn independent Poisson random variables with parameters npni; i = 1; : : : ; mn.
This result shows that while
Sn =
mn∑
i=1
hn(Xni; i=mn)
is a sum of dependent random variables and then it cannot be applied the Central Limit Theorem,
under certain conditions, it is possible to ensure that the asymptotic distribution of Sn is the same
as
S∗n =
mn∑
i=1
hn(Yni; i=mn)
being Yni independent Poisson random variables with the same means as the multinomial random
variables Xni.
We now study this result for the K-divergence.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose mn →∞ as n→∞ so that n=mn → a (0¡a¡∞) and assume
|hn(u; v)|6 c1ec2u for 06 v6 1; u= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; c1 and c2 ∈R (2.4)
then if  is a convex function; ’(x)=x is concave and 0n = (1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t we have that
mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;
$n;
L→
n→∞N(0; 1)
where
%n; = mnE[hn(Yni; i=mn)]
and
$2n; = mnVar[hn(Yni; i=mn)]− {mnCov[Yni; hn(Yni; i=mn)]}2n−1
with
hn(Yni; i=mn) =
mnn
’′(1=mn)
(
Yni
n
− 1
mn
)(
(Yni=n)
Yni=n
− (1=mn)
1=mn
)
being Yni independent Poisson random variables with parameters n=mn; i = 1; : : : ; mn.
Proof. We consider 0n=(1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t ; we need to prove that Holst’s conditions (2.2) and (2.3)
also hold. The &rst one is straightforward since
mn0ni = 16 c0¡∞ ∀ 16 i6mn
so it only remains to prove (2.3). Next lemma provide a su2cient condition for (2.3) to hold.
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Lemma 2.1 (Holst [5]). If for same continuous density function g(x) in [0; 1] we can write
i =
∫ i=mn
(i−1)=mn
g(x) dx i = 1; 2; : : : ; mn
and hn(u; v) is continuous in v for every u= 0; 1; 2; : : : then
$2n=mn = V + o(1)
with
V =
∫ 1
0
Var[hn(Zx; x) dx]− 1.
[∫ 1
0
Cov[Zx; hn(Zx; x) dx]
]2
being Zx a Poisson random variable with mean .g(x) and V=0 if and only if hn(u; v)=an(v)u+bn(v)
almost everywhere with respect to g.
Using this result, as we get that g(x) = 1 since 1=mn =
∫ i=mn
(i−1)=mn 1 dx, then
$2n
n
=
$2n
mn
mn
n
→
n→∞
mn→∞
V
a
and we have prove (2.3). Finally we obtain the asymptotic distribution of mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)
replacing the function hn in %n; and $2n; taking in mind that Yni are independent Poisson random
variables with parameter n=mn.
This result indicates that under such assumptions, the members of the K-divergence family are
no longer asymptotically equivalent as they are with classical assumptions [10], now its asymptotic
distribution depends on .
Corollary 2.1. In the particular case of the function =; if 0n=(1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t the asymptotic
distribution of
mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;
$n;
is standard normal; with
%n; =


mnnE
((
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)(
log
(
Yin
n
)
− log
(
1
mn
)))
for = 1
mnn
(− 1)E
((
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1))
for ∈ (1; 2)
mn for = 2
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and
$2n; =


mnVar
(
n
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
) (
log
(
Yin
n
)
− log
(
1
mn
)))
−m2nnCov2
(
Yin;
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
) (
log
(
Yin
n
)
− log
(
1
mn
)))
for = 1
m(2−1)n Var
(
n
− 1
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1))
−m2n nCov2
(
Yin;
1
− 1
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1))
for ∈ (1; 2)
2mn for = 2
being Yni independent Poisson random variables with parameters a= n=mn. i = 1; : : : ; mn.
Proof. In Theorem 2.1; we replace with the function
hn(Yni; i=mn) =


n
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)(
log
(
Yin
n
)
− log
(
1
mn
))
for = 1
m−1n n
(− 1)
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1)
for ∈ (1; 2)
and we prove that (2.4) holds; that it
|hn(u; v)|6 c1ec2u for 06 v6 1; u= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; c1 and c2 ∈R:
For ∈ (1; 2];
hn(Yni; i=mn) =
m−1n n
(− 1)
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1)
=
m−1n n
(− 1)
((
Yin
n
)
− Yin
n
(
1
mn
)−1
− 1
mn
(
Yin
n
)−1
+
(
1
mn
))
=
n
(− 1)mn
((
mnYin
n
)
− mnYin
n
−
(
mnYin
n
)−1
+ 1
)
:
Taking modules∣∣∣∣∣ n(− 1)mn
((
mnYin
n
)
− mnYin
n
−
(
mnYin
n
)−1
+ 1
)∣∣∣∣∣
6
n=mn
|− 1|
((
mnYin
n
)
+
mnYin
n
+
(
mnYin
n
)−1
+ 1
)
: (2.5)
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We look for a boundary for the &rst term in (2.5)
n=mn
|− 1|
(
mnYin
n
)
6
n=mn
|− 1| max
{(
mnYin
n
)[]
;
(
mnYin
n
)[]+1}
6
n=mn
|− 1| [+ 1]!max
{
(mnYin=n)[]
[]!
;
(mnYin=n)[]+1
[+ 1]!
}
6
n=mn
|− 1| [+ 1]!exp{mnYin=n}= a
1
mn e
b1mnYni (2.6)
with a1mn = ((n=mn)=|− 1|)[+ 1]! and b1mn = mn=n; denoting by a1 = sup a1mn and b1 = sup b1mn ; that
we know there exist and they are &nites since
lim
n→∞a
1
mn =
[+ 1]!
|− 1| a and limn→∞ b
1
mn =
1
a
;
we get that
n=mn
|− 1|
(
mnYin
n
)
6 a1 eb1Yni :
Following the same argument as above; we get that there exist a2 and b2 such that
n=mn
|− 1|
(
mnYin
n
)−1
6 a2 eb2Yni :
For the second term in (2.5)
n=mn
|− 1|
(
mnYin
n
)
=
Yin
|− 1|6
1
|− 1| e
Yin6 a3 eb3Yni :
with a3 = 1=|− 1| and b3 = 1.
Finally for the fourth term of (2.5) we have that
n=mn
|− 1|6 a4:
Then ∣∣∣∣∣ n(− 1)mn
((
mnYin
n
)
− mnYin
n
−
(
mnYin
n
)−1
+ 1
)∣∣∣∣∣
6 a1 eb1Yni + a2 eb2Yni + a3 eb3Yni + a46 c1 ec2Yni
with c1 = max{a1; a2; a3; a4} and c2 = max{b1; b2; b3}.
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For = 1
hn(Yni; i=mn) = n
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)(
log
(
Yin
n
)
− log
(
1
mn
))
= n
(
Yin
n
log
(
Yin
n
)
− Yin
n
log
(
1
mn
)
− 1
mn
log
(
Yin
n
)
+
1
mn
log
(
1
mn
))
=
n
mn
(
mnYin
n
log
(
mnYin
n
)
− log
(
mnYin
n
))
:
Taking modules∣∣∣∣ nmn
(
mnYin
n
log
(
mnYin
n
)
− log
(
mnYin
n
))∣∣∣∣
6
∣∣∣∣ nmn
mnYin
n
log
(
mnYin
n
)∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ nmn log
(
mnYin
n
)∣∣∣∣ (2.7)
as (mnYinn )¿ 0; the &rst term of (2.7) can be enclosed by∣∣∣∣ nmn
mnYin
n
log
(
mnYin
n
)∣∣∣∣6
∣∣∣∣ nmn
(
mnYin
n
)((
mnYin
n
)
− 1
)∣∣∣∣
6
n
mn
(
mnYin
n
)2
+ Yin6
n
mn
2!
(mnYin=n)2
2!
+ Yin
6
n
mn
2! emnYin=n + eYin = a∗mn e
b∗mnYin + eYin
with a∗mn =2!(n=mn) and b
∗
mn =(mn=n) denoting by a
∗
1 = sup a
∗
mn and b
∗
1 = sup b
∗
mn ; since we know that
there exist and they are &nites because
lim
n→∞a
∗
mn = 2a and limn→∞b
∗
mn = 1=a:
For the second term of (2.7)∣∣∣∣ nmn log
(
mnYin
n
)∣∣∣∣6
∣∣∣∣ nmn
(
mnYin
n
− 1
)∣∣∣∣6Yin + nmn 6 eYin + a∗2 :
Then ∣∣∣∣ nmn
(
mnYin
n
log
(
mnYin
n
)
− log
(
mnYin
n
))∣∣∣∣6 a∗1 eb∗1 Yin + 2eYin + a∗26 c∗1 ec∗2 Yni
with c∗1 = max{a∗1 ; a∗2 ; 2} and c∗2 = max{b∗1 ; 1}.
In the case of = 2;
E[Yin] = n=mn and E[Yin]2 = (n=mn) + (n=mn)2
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and since the moments of any independent Poisson random variable function with parameter a=n=mn,
can be calculated as
E[f(Yin)] =
∞∑
i=0
f(i)Pi(a)
Var [f(Yin)] =
∞∑
i=0
f2(i)Pi(a)−
( ∞∑
i=0
f(i)Pi(a)
)2
Cov [f(Yin); g(Yin)] =
∞∑
i=0
f(i)g(i)Pi(a)−
( ∞∑
i=0
f(i)Pi(a)
)( ∞∑
i=0
g(i)Pi(a)
)
with Pi(a) = e−aai=i!, it follows that
%n;=2 =m
2
nn
∞∑
i=0
[
i
n
− 1
mn
]2
Pi(n=mn) = m2nn
∞∑
i=0
[
i2
n2
− 2i
nmn
+
1
m2n
]
Pi(n=mn)
=m2nn
(
1
n2
(
n
mn
+
n2
m2n
)
− 2
nmn
n
mn
+
1
m2n
)
= mn:
As
E(Yin)3 = (n=mn)3 + 3(n=mn)2 + (n=mn)
and
E(Yin)4 = (n=mn)4 + 6(n=mn)3 + 7(n=mn)2 + (n=mn)
then
Var [hn(Yin; i=mn)] =
∞∑
i=1
Pi(n=mn)
[
mnn
(
i
n
− 1
mn
)2]2
−
[ ∞∑
i=1
Pi(n=mn)mnn
(
i
n
− 1
mn
)2]2
= 2 +
mn
n
and
Cov [Yni; hn(Yni; i=mn)] =
∞∑
i=1
mnni
(
i
n
− 1
mn
)2
Pi(n=mn)
− n
mn
∞∑
i=1
mnn
(
i
n
− 1
mn
)2
Pi(n=mn) = 1:
Then it follows that
$2n;=2 =mnVar[hn(Yni; i=mn)]− {mnCov[Yni; hn(Yni; i=mn)]}2n−1
= 2mn +
m2n
n
− m
2
n
n
= 2mn:
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These results can be used for testing the null hypothesis
H0 :Pn = 0n
versus
H1 :Pn 	= 0n
with 0n = (1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t, hence when the sample size n and the number of cells mn tends to
in&nity such that n=mn → a∈ (0;∞) a level . test is giving from Theorem 2.1 by
0.(Xn=n) =


1 if
mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;
$n;
¿Z.;
0 otherwise;
(2.8)
where Z. is the .100% critical value of a standard normal distribution. That’s it, &xed the value Z.
we will reject H0 if
mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;
$n;
¿Z.;
where
%n; = mnE[hn(Yni; i=mn)]
and
$2n; = mnVar[hn(Yni; i=mn)]− {mnCov[Yni; hn(Yni; i=mn)]}2n−1
with
hn(Yni; i=mn) =
mnn
’′(1=mn)
(
Yni
n
− 1
mn
)(
(Yni=n)
Yni=n
− (1=mn)
1=mn
)
being Yni independent Poisson random variables with parameters n=mn; i = 1; : : : ; mn.
If we consider ==2, we get to the Pearson’s chi-square statistic, then from Corollary 2.1 the
asymptotic distribution of mnnK=2(Xn=n; 
0
n)=’
′(1=mn) is normal with parameters %n;=2 = mn and
$2n;=2 = 2mn, so then a level . test is giving by
0.(Xn=n) =


1 if
mnnK=2(Xn=n; 
0
n)=’
′(1=mn)− mn√
2mn
¿Z.;
0 otherwise:
(2.9)
3. Eciency
In this section, we are going to determinate the asymptotic distribution of the statistics under the
alternatives
Hq1; n :Pn = (1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t + 2; (3.1)
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where 2= (21; 22; : : : ; 2mn)
t;
∑mn
i=1 2i = 0 and
2i =
∫ i=mn
(i−1)=mn
c(x)=n1=q dx q= 1; 2; 3 : : :
being c(x) a continuous functions such that
∫ 1
0 c(x) dx = 0.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose mn →∞ as n→∞ such that n=mn → a (0¡a¡∞) and we assume
|hn(u; v)|6 c1ec2u for 06 v6 1; u= 0; 1; 2; : : : ; c1 and c2 ∈R
then if  is a convex function; ’(x)=x is concave under (3:1) we have that
mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;2
$n;2
L→
n→∞N(0; 1)
where
%n;2 =
mn∑
i=1
E[hn(Yni; i=mn)]
and
$2n;2 =
mn∑
i=1
Var[hn(Yni; i=mn)]−
{
mn∑
i=1
Cov[Yni; hn(Yni; i=mn)]
}2
n−1
with
hn(Yni; i=mn) =
mnn
’′(1=mn)
(
Yni
n
− 1
mn
)(
(Yni=n)
Yni=n
− (1=mn)
1=mn
)
being Yni independent Poisson random variables with mean npni; i = 1; : : : ; mn.
Proof. We need to prove that Holst’s conditions (2.2) and (2.3) hold. That it; exist c0 ∈R not
depending on n; such that
mnpni = mn
(
1
mn
+ 2
)
= 1 +
2
mn
6 c0¡∞ ∀16 i6mn:
It’s only remain to prove that
0¡ lim inf
$2n
n
6 lim sup
$2n
n
¡∞:
We need Lemma 2.1 to hold, but in fact there exist a function g(x) = 1 + c(x)=n(1=q) q =
1; 2; 3 : : :continuous, because c(x) is also continuous in [0; 1], such that
i =
∫ i=mn
(i−1)=mn
1 + c(x)=n1=q dx:
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Then
$2n
n
=
$2n
mn
mn
n
→
n→∞
mn→∞
V
a
and we obtain the asymptotic normality of K under H
q
1; n.
In the next corollary, we study this result in the particular case of = .
Corollary 3.1. If we assume the same conditions of Theorem 3:1; under the alternatives Hq1; n we
have
mnnK(Xn=n; 
0
n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;2;
$n;2; 
L→
n→∞N(0; 1)
where
%n;2; =


mn∑
i=1
nE
((
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)(
log
Yin
n
− log 1
mn
))
for = 1
mn∑
i=1
m−1n n
(− 1)E
((
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1))
for ∈ (1; 2]
and
$2n;2;  =


mn∑
i=1
Var
(
n
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)(
log
Yin
n
− log 1
mn
))
− n
mn∑
i=1
{
Cov
(
Yin;
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)(
log
Yin
n
− log 1
mn
))}2
for = 1
m2−2n
mn∑
i=1
Var
(
n
− 1
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1))
−m2−2n n
mn∑
i=1
{
Cov
(
Yin;
1
− 1
(
Yin
n
− 1
mn
)
×
((
Yin
n
)−1
−
(
1
mn
)−1))}2
for ∈ (1; 2]
with
hn(Yni; i=mn) =
mnn
’′(1=mn)
(
Yni
n
− 1
mn
)(
(Yni=n)
Yni=n
− (1=mn)
1=mn
)
being Yni independent Poisson random variables with mean npni; i = 1; : : : ; mn.
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Proof. It is straightforward from Theorem 3.1.
So that, using these results we are going to prove that, under sparse assumptions, the members of
the K-divergence family are not asymptotically equally e2cient for testing local alternative models
that converge to the null. In Theorem 3.2, we calculate the asymptotic power function when we test
the model
H0 :Pn = 0n (3.2)
versus
Hq1; n :Pn = 
0
n + 2
with 0n=(1=mn; : : : ; 1=mn)
t where 2=(21; 22; : : : ; 2mn)
t;
∑mn
i=1 2i=0 and 2i=
∫ i=mn
(i−1)=mn c(x)=n
1=q dx q=
1; 2; 3 : : : being c(x) a continuous functions such that
∫ 1
0 c(x) dx = 0.
Theorem 3.2. If  is a convex function and ’(x)=(x)=x is concave; the asymptotic power of the
statistics K under (3:1) is giving by
FN(0;1)
[
−Z. − limn→∞
mn→∞
(%n; − %n;2)=$n;2
]
where Z. is the .100% critical value of a standard normal distribution.
Proof. The power function of the K-divergence statistics for testing (3.2) is given by
3 =P
(
mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;
$n;
¿Z.
/
Hq1; n
)
=1− PHq1; n(mnnK(Xn=n; 
0
n)=’
′(1=mn)6Z.$n; + %n;)
= 1− PHq1; n
(
mnnK(Xn=n; 0n)=’
′(1=mn)− %n;2
$n;2
6
Z.$n; + %n; − %n;2
$n;2
)
:
If we consider mn →∞ as n→∞ we get that
3 →n→∞
mn→∞
FN(0;1)
[
−Z. −lim
n→∞
mn→∞
(%n; − %n;2)=$n;2
]
where Z. is the .100% critical value of a standard normal distribution.
Remark 3.1. In the particular case of q=2; Holst [5] showed that in statistics as we have consider
lim
n→∞
mn→∞
(%n;2 − %n;)=$n;2 = 0
then the asymptotic power becomes FN(0;1)[− Z.] and it is not possible to discriminate between K
family members.
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Theorem 3.3. When testing
H0 :pni =
1
mn
; i = 1; : : : ; mn
versus
Hq1; n :pni =
1
mn
+
∫ i=mn
(i−1)=mn
c(x)=n1=q dx; i = 1; : : : ; mn
the asymptotic power for the family mnnK(Xn=n; 
0
n)=’
′(1=mn) is maximum for  = 2 (Pearson’s
chi-square statistic).
Proof. If we want to determinate the asymptotic power of the K-divergence statistic it is necessary
to calculate
A;a = limn→∞
mn→∞
(%n;2 − %n;)=$n;2:
Using the results of Ivchenko and Medvedev [6] we have that
A;a =
1
2
√
a
∫ 1
0
[c(x)]2 dx
Cov[(Y − a)2 − Y; f(Y )]
(Var[f(Y )]− Cov2[Y; f(Y )]a−1)1=2 (3.3)
with
f(Y ) =


1
− 1(Y − a)
((
Y
a
)−1
− 1
)
if  	=1;
(Y − a) log Y
a
if = 1
and Y Poisson random variable with mean a.
If we denote b = a
−1Cov(f(Y ); Y ) since
Cov[(Y − a)2 − Y; Y ] = 0;
Var[(Y − a)2 − Y ] = 2a2;
Var[f(Y )]− Cov[(Y; f(Y ))]2a−1 = Var[f(Y )− bY ];
we have
A;a =
√
a
2
∫ 1
0
[c(x)]2 dxCorr[f(Y )− bY; Y 2 − (2a+ 1)Y ]: (3.4)
Eq. (3.4) indicates that the coe2cient
5 = Corr[f(Y )− bY; Y 2 − (2a+ 1)Y ] (3.5)
completely pre-determines the e2ciency of mnnK(Xn=n; 
0
n)=’
′(1=mn) under H
q
1; n.
When  	=1 (3.5) is given by
5 =
Cov[(Y − a)2 − Y; (Y − a)=(− 1)((Y=a)−1 − 1)]
2
√
a((Var[(Y −a)=(−1)((Y=a)−1−1)]−Cov2[Y; (Y −a)=(−1)((Y=a)−1−1)]a−1)1=2)
(3.6)
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and when = 1
5 =
1
2
√
a
Cov[(Y − a)2 − Y; (Y − a)log Y=a]
(Var[(Y − a)log Y=a]− Cov2[Y; (Y − a)log Y=a]a−1)1=2 : (3.7)
Remark that when  = 1 or  is non-integral, these expressions cannot be computed. In these
cases, we must approximate them by a &nite sum, recalling that for Y Poisson random variable with
parameter a we have
E[h(Y )] =
∞∑
i=0
h(i)Pi(a) with Pi(a) = e−a
ai
i!
: (3.8)
When = 2; f(Y ) = (Y − a)2=a where Y is a Poisson random variable with parameter a then
Cov[(Y − a)2 − Y; f(Y )]
=E
[
(Y 2 − 2aY + a2 − Y )(Y − a)
2
a
]
−E[(Y 2 − 2aY + a2 − Y )]E
[
(Y − a)2
a
]
= 2a
Var[f(Y )] = E
[
(Y − a)2
a
]2
− E2
[
(Y − a)2
a
]
= 2 +
1
a
and
Cov2[Y; f(y)]a−1 =
[
E
[
Y (Y − a)2
a
]2
− E[Y ]E
[
(Y − a)2
a
]]2
a−1 =
1
a
:
We get to
52 =
Cov[(Y − a)2 − Y; f(Y )]
2
√
a((Var[f(Y )]− Cov2[Y; f(Y )]a−1)1=2) = 1
and as 56 1 Pearson’s chi-square statistic have maximum e2ciency inside the K-divergence
family.
4. Numerical results
Table 1 has been constructed by using the &rst 100 terms of (3.8) from the expressions (3.6)
and (3.7), in fact for small values of a the sequences of &nite sums converges quickly, however as
a increases so does the number of terms required for an accurate approximation.
We can see that for every value of a, the values
√
(a=2)5 are maximal for = 2, as we proved
in Theorem 3.3. As  departs from 2, the statistics power decreases. As a increases, e.g. the sample
size n is large comparing with the number of classes mn, then there is not signi&cative changes in
the table. This is due because in this case we are close to the classical assumptions under with, all
the statistics are equivalent. It is important to take on mind that when a is small, this means that the
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Table 1
Values of
√
(a=2)5
a
 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 10.0 20.0 40.0
1.0 0.22210 0.48985 0.70230 0.81800 0.82290 0.93272 2.12099 3.09427 4.42758
1.1 0.08017 0.35247 0.47686 0.58159 0.65831 0.75334 2.00482 3.10249 4.43266
1.2 0.05792 0.46285 0.57129 0.67241 0.75798 0.89947 2.13593 3.11808 4.44277
1.3 0.05741 0.47906 0.64100 0.75002 0.84568 1.01916 2.17557 3.13016 4.45060
1.4 0.06204 0.45281 0.67337 0.80200 0.90991 1.10432 2.19627 3.13891 4.45628
1.5 0.06983 0.43002 0.67764 0.82697 0.94737 1.15610 2.20835 3.14476 4.46008
1.6 0.08082 0.41970 0.67089 0.83372 0.96391 1.18275 2.21530 3.14840 4.46246
1.7 0.09602 0.42143 0.66531 0.83355 0.96943 1.19471 2.21939 3.15074 4.46402
1.8 0.11794 0.43448 0.66724 0.83524 0.97304 1.20124 2.22275 3.15291 4.46552
1.9 0.15289 0.45962 0.68013 0.84461 0.98153 1.20945 2.22755 3.15626 4.46788
2.0 0.22361 0.50000 0.70710 0.86603 1.00000 1.22474 2.23607 3.16228 4.47214
number of classes is large comparing with the sample size, the probability of getting empty classes
is also large and in this cases the statistic with  = 1 is not &nite, and then it is not advisable.
Remark that the e2ciency for the statistics with  = 1:8 and with  = 1:9 are close to the optimal,
so these statistics represent a good alternative.
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